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CONGRESS
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Dear Colleagues,

On behalf of the Endoscopic Laparoscopic Surgeons of Asia (ELSA) 
community, Executive Committe and Local Organising Committee, I am 
delighted to invite you to join us in Istanbul, Turkey for the 16th Asia - Pacific 
Congress of ELSA that will take place between October 5-7, 2023, at Istanbul 
Lutfi Kirdar Convention & Exhibition Center. I would like to express my sincere 
appreciation once again to the Board of Governors of ELSA for selecting 
Istanbul for this landmark event of endoscopic laparoscopic surgery.

Turkey is located on the crossroads between Europe and Asia with most of its 
territory called Anatolia located in Southwest Asia. Istanbul is the world’s one 
of the most ancient metropolis.

With its 8.500 years of rich history, Istanbul, the only city in the world built on 
two continents, has a strategic setting forming city’s destiny as an imperial 
capital for nearly 1600 years, for Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires. 
Istanbul proud of its rich history and unique natural beauty, separated into 
two continents, Asian and European, offers a friendly welcome and genuine 
hospitality by bridging the cultures.

The scientific program of the congress will be very comprehensive and focused 
on updating, investigating and better understanding the topics in the field 
of the endoscopic laparoscopic surgery including general, upper and lower 
gastrointestinal, hepatopancreatobiliary, endocrine, bariatric and metabolic 
surgery and some other related specialities through pre- and post-congress 
courses, hands on and skill labs (endoscopic, laparoscopic and robotic), 
expert talks, discussion panels, live surgeries, video sessions, emerging new 
technology sessions and of course oral and poster presentations. Besides 
the regular congress’s sessions there will be specially prepared prized 
competition sessions for surgeons in training and exciting social programme 
is also planned for you by the local organizing committee.

As the President of the Congress, on behalf of the ELSA-society, I look forward 
to welcoming you to Istanbul where two continents meet.

Yours sincerely,

M Mahir OZMEN 

MD MS FACS FRCS FASMBS FEBS
Professor of Surgery
Congress President, ELSA 2023
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ELSA 2023 COMMITTEES

ELSA EXECUTIVE BOARD

M Mahir OZMEN
Congress President

Philip CHIU
President

Rolf Ulrich HARTUNG
Vice President

Davide LOMANTO
General Secretary

M Mahir OZMEN
Treasurer

A Emre CANDA
General Secretary

Emre GUNDOGDU
Scientific Secretary

Ahmet RENCUZOGULLARI
Scientific Secretary

M Kadri COLAKOGLU
Scientific Secretary
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LOCAL ORGANISING COMMITTEE

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

ELSA BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Nihat AKSAKAL
Recep AKTIMUR
Orhan ALIMOGLU
A. Ziya BALTA
Tuna BILECIK
Erdal Birol BOSTANCI
Dursun BUGRA
Süleyman CETINKUNAR
Tahsin COLAK
Ayhan DINCKAN
Evren DILEKTASLI
Ender DULUNDU
Ismail Cem ERAY

Sinan ERSIN
Cemalettin ERTEKIN
Metin ERTEM
Erhun EYUPOGLU
Ozgur FIRAT
Cem Emir GULDOGAN
Ali GUNER
Turgut IPEK
Mustafa KEREM
Ozer MAKAY
Munevver MORAN
M Tahir ORUC
Halil OZGUC

Melih PAKSOY
Cem Kaan PARSAK
Salih PEKMEZCI
Kaya SARIBEYOGLU
Aziz SUMER
Mustafa TASKIN
M Cem TERZI
Ekrem UNAL
Cihan URAS
Orçun YALAV
Aybala YILDIZ

Allen BUENAFE - Philippines
William CHEN - Taiwan
Rakesh GUPTA - Nepal
Vimal K - Malaysia
Kazunori KASAMA - Japan
Craig LYNCH - Australia

Gafoor M - Malaysia
Sajid MALIK - Pakistan
Gurbankhan MUSLUMOV - Azerbaijan
Raymond ONG - Philippines
Yoshihiro SAKAI - Japan
Asim SHABBIR - Singapore

Anil SHARMA - India
Barlian SUTEDJA - Indonesia
Le Quan Anh TUAN - Vietnam
Suthep UDOMSAWAENGSUP - Thailand
George YANG - Hong Kong

Shailesh ADHIKARY - Nepal
Al Jaziri AHMAD - UAE
Raad AlMEHDI - Oman
Yahya ALAZRI - Oman
Crisostomo E ARCILLA - Philippines
Allen BUENAFE - Philippines
William T CHEN - Taiwan
Kin Fah CHIN - Malaysia
Vitoon CHINGSWANGWATANAKUL - Thailand
Humayun Kabir CHOWDHURY - Bangladesh
Lem DARA - Cambodia
Abdullah AL-DOHAYAN - Saudi Arabia
Tran Binh GIANG - Vietnam
Rakesh GUPTA - Nepal
Ho-Seong HAN - Korea
Basim Al KHAFAJII - UAE

Kazunori KASAMA - Japan
Jun-Gi KIM - Korea
Kenneth Y Y KOK - Brunei
Abdul Aziz LAGHARI - Pakistan
Cheuck-seen Edward LAI - Macau
Wei Jei LEE - Taiwan
On-teng LEI - Macau
Zang LU - China
Craig LYNCH - Australia
Zafer Said MATAR - Saudi Arabia
Samarasekera NANDADEVA - Sri Lanka
Sarder A NAYEEM - Bangladesh
Htun OO - Myanmar
Mahir OZMEN - Türkiye
Sunil D POPAT - India
Jaideepraj RAO - Singapore

Ehsan Ur REHMAN - Pakistan
Yoshiharu SAKAI - Japan
Rey Melchor F SANTOS - Philippines
Asim SHABBIR - Singapore
Jamshied SHAMSIEV - Uzbekistan
Barlian SUTEDJA - Indonesia
Suphakarn TECHAPONGSTORN - Thailand
L. P THANGAVELU - India
Moe Moe TIN - Myanmar
Le Quan Anh TUAN - Vietnam
Errawan WIRADISURIA - Indonesia
Phouvong VONGPHAKDY - Laos
K Vasudeavan VIMAL - Malaysia
George YANG - Hong Kong
Kevin YAU - Hong Kong
Minhua ZHENG - China
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WHY PARTNER

Brand Visibility - Increase 
Brand Awareness
Sponsorship places brands in front of large au-
diences delivering recognition ensuring that your 
brand is synonymous within the industry. Given 
the impressive global impact and reach of CCAD, 
your brand would be aligned with positive press 
and social media coverage before, during, and 
after the event and deliver unrivalled visibility

Community Goodwill
Its proven that community goodwill strengthens 
the business image. Enhance competitive 
advantage by demonstrating a high
commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) through sponsorship of the IFOS.

Target Market

Target both public, corporate visitors, VIP’s and 
government officials. As a sponsor you will be 
able to gain exclusive opportunities to engage 
one on one with key influencers and leaders 
within the market place.

Thought Leadership

Position yourself as a thought leader in the 
industry. Promote your companies market 
position and expertise to the most influential 
decision makers from the industry, alongside 
the key representatives from the governments 
across the globe.
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Network Expansion

ROI Generation

Cultivate Credibility

Increase your Reach

Reconnect and Engage with Audience

Given the global presence at such an event, sponsorship delivers an 
opportunity to develop business relationships and generate quality leads. 
The event will be a great channel to actively
network with participants and other professionals

Although making profit is not the primary goal, 
sponsoring an event can generate a high 
Return on Investment (ROI).

Enhance trust and establish rapport with the audience as 
an industry contributor and key player

Opportunity to reach out to a larger audience 
across a mix of communications channels 
including email, direct, digital, social media and 
content marketing and public relations.

Being an event sponsor is a great opportunity to connect 
with international leaders and professionals from various 
backgrounds.
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MAIN TOPICS

PROVISIONAL CONGRESS PROGRAMME

• Antireflux Surgery
• Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery
• Cancer Surgery
• Colorectal Surgery
• Digital Surgery
• Endocrine Surgery
• Endoscopy and Endoscopic Procedures
• Energy Evolution
• GI Surgery
• Hernia Surgery

• Hololens in Surgery
• Innovative Procedures
• Liver Surgery
• Nonsurgical Procedures
• Pancreatic Surgery
• Robotic Surgery
• Staples Technology
• The Metaverse in MIS
• Transanal MIS (TAMIS)
• Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality and Artificial Intelligence in MIS

October 4th 2023 October 5th 2023 October 6th 2023 October 7th 2023
Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Pre Congress Courses
Exhibition Set Up

Registration
Opening Ceremony
Full Day Meeting
Full Day Exhibition

Full Day Meeting
Full Day Exhibition

Half Day Meeting
Half Day Exhibition
Closing Ceremony
Exhibition Dismantling
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VENUE

Istanbul Lutfi Kirdar International Convention and Exhibition 
Centre - ICEC, the very first and the leading convention and 
exhibition centre of Istanbul has been the driving force of the 
Turkish meeting industry for almost a quarter of a century.

Located at the heart of the City, within walking distance to almost 
10.000 hotel rooms, Istanbul Lutfi Kirdar International Convention 
and Exhibition Centre - ICEC has been the venue for countless 
international meetings and congresses during its 24 years of 
operation of excellence.

Istanbul Lutfi Kirdar International Convention and Exhibition 
Centre – ICEC with its wide halls and inspiring meeting rooms 
has the capacity to host many events simultaneously. The 
main building and the Rumeli Hall with it’s stunning view of the 
bosphorus, technological structure and innovative services are 
capable of hosting many events from congresses to meetings, 
fairs to exhibitions, cocktails to gala dinners, film premieres to 
cultural events at the national and the international level.

Istanbul Lutfi Kirdar International Convention and Exhibition 
Centre – ICEC has a strong customer-centric team who value 
collaboration and communication. This is another reason why the 
venue has become the most preferred convention and exhibition 
centre of Istanbul.

Transportation to Istanbul Lutfi Kirdar Interna-

tional Convention and Exhibition Centre - ICEC

Istanbul Lutfi Kirdar International Convention and Exhibition Centre 
- ICEC  is in the heart of the Congress Valley and is easy to reach 
with car and public transport. It is in the following distances to:

Taksim  Square - 1000 meters
Nişantaşı - 200 meters
Istanbul Grand Airport - 41 km
Sabiha Gökçen Airport - 50 km

Adress:
Gümüş Cad. No:4 34367, Harbiye / İstanbul / Türkiye
Phone: +90 212 373 11 00
Website: www.icec.org

İstanbul Lutfi Kirdar International 
Convention and Exhibition Centre – ICEC
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REGISTRATION AND ACCOMMODATION

Registration Fees
Early Bird Registration Late Registration On Site Registration

Until
15th August 2023

16th August-3rd October 2023  4th-7th October 2023

ELSA Member Physician € 300 € 400 € 450

Non Member Physician € 400 € 500 € 550

Resident / Fellow / Nurse € 200 € 300 € 350

Student € 100 € 150 € 200

Exhibitor Company Representatives € 400 € 500 € 550

Non Exhibitor Company Representatives € 500 € 600 € 650

1. REGISTRATION FEE INCLUDES

• Access to the congress sessions
• Access to the industry exhibition and poster area
• Coffee Breaks
• Opening Reception
• Lunches (on 5-6 October)
• Name Badge, Program Booklet, Certificate of Attendance

2. TERMS & CONDITIONS & CANCELLATION & REFUND

• In order to confirm registration and accommodation all  
payments must be completed.

• Cancellations done until July 15, 2023 will be fully reimbursed.
• Cancellations done between July 16 - August 15, 2023 will be  

reimbursed by 50%
• After August 15, 2023, no refunds will be given for registration 

cancellations. 

3. GROUP REGISTRATION

• Group registration and discount 
are available for a minimum of 10 
delegates. All requests must be 
made via e-mail to  
elsa2023@soloevent.net

4. ACCOMMODATION

• All accommodation requests must 
be made via e-mail to  
elsa2023@soloevent.net for 
individual and group hotel 
booking.

Registration and Accommodation details
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MAJOR PARTNER

SOCIAL MEDIA
• Content to be shared via social accounts of the Congress 

as part of countdown process. The content is subject to 
organizing committee’s approval

ELECTRONIC AND PRINTED AWARENESS
• Recognition of partnership category on pre-congress 

marketing material, including media releases, e-newsletters, 
website, brochures and flyers 

• A website banner will be included on the ELSA 2023 website

E-NEWSLETTERS
• Opportunity to provide advertorial information to be included 

in two e-newsletters, subject to organizing committee’s 
approval

DELEGATE LIST
• Electronic delegate list will be provided at 7 days prior to the 

event (subject to privacy conditions, the list to include only 
name, position, organisation and country)

DELEGATE LIST
• Electronic delegate list to be provided at 7 days prior to the 

event (subject to privacy conditions, the list to include only 
name, position, organisation and country)

CONGRESS DELEGATE SUMMARY
• Post event analysis report based on feedback from delegates

SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM
• Opportunity to conduct a 60 minute symposium to be 

held during the congress program marketed to the entire 
delegation 

• Basic AV is included. Additional requests to be budgeted 
separately 

• Catering to be budgeted separately 

• Session to be announced within the final program 

• Session content and final scheduling to be at the discretion 
of the scientific program committee

180.000 €

Before the Congress

During the Congress After the Congress

WIRELESS INTERNET
• Recognition as the official ELSA 2023 Wi-fi Sponsor 

• Sponsor logo to be shown on the wi-fi portal login page 
with welcome message (limitations may apply due technical 
conditions) 

EXHIBITION
• Allocation of 36m2 of stand space 

• Opportunity to host a company reception on your exhibition 
stand (budgeted separately)

ELECTRONIC AND PRINTED AWARENESS
• Congress E-book 

- A full page, full colour advertisement in program e-book; 

inside  front cover 

• Bag insert 
- Opportunity to provide three (3) bag inserts 

• Venue signage 
- Logo displayed on all venue signage for the congress 

• Congress App 
- Logo and contact details on the ELSA 2023 congress app

DELEGATE PASSES AND FUNCTION TICKETS
• 25 x Fulltime delegate passes to ELSA 2023 

• 25 x Exhibitor passes
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DIAMOND PARTNER

SOCIAL MEDIA
• Content to be shared via social accounts of the Congress 

as part of countdown process. The content is subject to 
organizing committee’s approval 

ELECTRONIC AND PRINTED AWARENESS
• Recognition of partnership category on pre-congress 

marketing material, including media releases, e-newsletters, 
website, brochures and flyers 

• A website banner to be included on the ELSA 2023 website 

E-NEWSLETTERS
• Opportunity to provide advertorial information to be included 

in two e-newsletters, subject to organizing committee’s 
approval 

DELEGATE LIST
• Electronic delegate list to be provided at 7 days mark prior 

to the event (subject to privacy conditions, the list to include 
only name, position, organisation and country)

DELEGATE LIST
• Electronic delegate list to be provided at 7 days prior to the 

event (subject to privacy conditions, the list to include only 
name, position, organisation and country)

CONGRESS DELEGATE SUMMARY
• Post event analysis report based on feedback from delegatesSATELLITE SYMPOSIUM

• Opportunity to conduct a 45 minute symposium to be 
held during the congress program marketed to the entire 
delegation 

• Basic AV is included. Additional requests to be budgeted 
separately 

• Catering to be budgeted separately 

• Session to be announced within the final program 

• Session content and final scheduling to be at the discretion 
of the scientific program committee

,

120.000 €

Before the Congress

During the Congress

After the Congress

EXHIBITION
• Allocation of 24m2 of stand space 

• Opportunity to host a company reception on your exhibition 
stand (budgeted separately) 

ELECTRONIC AND PRINTED AWARENESS
• Congress E-book 

- A full page, full colour advertisement in program e-book; 

location to be decided upon organizer committee’s 

concensus 

• Bag insert 
- Opportunity to provide two (2) bag inserts 

• Venue signage 
- Logo displayed on all venue signage for the congress 

• Congress App 
- Logo and contact details on the ELSA 2023 congress app 

DELEGATE PASSES
• 15 x Fulltime delegate passes to ELSA 2023 

• 15 x Exhibitor passes
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GOLD PARTNER

SOCIAL MEDIA
• Content to be shared via social accounts of the Congress 

as part of countdown process. The content is subject to 
organizing committee’s approval

ELECTRONIC AND PRINTED AWARENESS
• Recognition of partnership category on pre-congress 

marketing material, including media releases, e-newsletters, 
website, brochures and flyers 

• A website banner will be included on the ELSA 2023 website

E-NEWSLETTERS
• Opportunity to provide advertorial information to be included 

in two e-newsletters, subject to organizing committee’s 
approval

DELEGATE LIST
• Electronic delegate list will be provided at 7 days prior to the 

event (subject to privacy conditions, the list to include only 
name, position, organisation and country)

DELEGATE LIST
• Electronic delegate list to be provided at 7 days prior to the 

event (subject to privacy conditions, the list to include only 
name, position, organisation and country)

CONGRESS DELEGATE SUMMARY
• Post event analysis report based on feedback from delegates

80.000 €

Before the Congress

During the Congress

After the Congress

EXHIBITION
• Allocation of 18m2 of stand space 

• Opportunity to host a company reception on your exhibition 
stand (budgeted separately) 
 

ELECTRONIC AND PRINTED AWARENESS
• Congress E-book 

- A full page, full colour advertisement in program e-book; 

inside  front cover 

• Bag insert 
- Opportunity to provide three (2) bag inserts 

• Venue signage 
- Logo displayed on all venue signage for the congress 

• Congress App 
- Logo and contact details on the ELSA 2023 congress app

DELEGATE PASSES AND FUNCTION TICKETS
• 10 x Fulltime delegate passes to ELSA 2023
• 10 x Exhibitor passes
• 10 x Tickets to the Congress Gala Dinner
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BUILD YOUR OWN
PARTNERSHIP PACKAGE

EXHIBITION BOOTH TYPES AND RATES

3x2m shell scheme booth.  ................. 7.500 €
Floor space only (minimum 6m2).......... 7.000 € 

SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM    25,000 € 

• Opportunity to conduct a 60 minute symposium to be 
held during the congress program marketed to the entire 
delegation 

• Basic AV is included. Additional requests to be budgeted 
separately 

• Catering to be budgeted separately 

• Session to be announced within the final program 

• Session content and final scheduling to be at the discretion 
of the scientific program committee 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM WORKSHOP  10,000 € 

• Opportunity to conduct one (1) 60 minute workshop 
marketed to the entire delegation 

• Basic AV is included. Additional requests to be budgeted 
separately 

• Session to be announced within the final program 

• Session content and final scheduling to be at the discretion 
of the scientific program committee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Get Involved

We welcome prospective organisations to take a bespoke 
approach and consider building a package based on partnership 
offerings as listed below.

 

CONGRESS LANYARD SPONSORSHIP 20,000 €

• Sponsor the Congress Lanyards, provided to every delegate 
attending the ELSA 2023 at the time of registration

• Sponsor logo on the Congress Lanyard, to be co-branded with 
ELSA 2023 branding

• Sponsor logo and acknowledgement on congress website, 
together with profile and web link

• Sponsor logo in the congress e-book and app 

CONGRESS APP SPONSORSHIP  15,000 € 

The application to be made for both Apple and Android based devices 

Sponsor logo on the mobile app splash screen, to be co-
branded with ELSA 2023 

• Continuous mobile app banner advert (positioned at the 
discretion of the congress organisers) 

• Two (2) push notifications to be sent out on behalf of the 
sponsor (text to be supplied by sponsor and approved by the 
congress organisers) 

• Sponsor logo and acknowledgement on congress website, 
together with profile and web link 

• Sponsor logo in the congress e-handbook 

• Mobile app inclusions (capabilities, content and framework) to 
be advised by the congress organisers 

CONGRESS WI-FI SPONSORSHIP  4,500 €

• Recognition as the official ELSA 2023 Wi-fi Sponsor 

• Sponsor logo included on the wi-fi portal log in page with 
welcome message (max 180 characters) 

• Sponsor logo and acknowledgement on congress website, 
together with profile and web link 

• Sponsor logo in the congress e-handbook and app 

STAFF UNIFORM SPONSORSHIP  10,000 €

• Sponsor logo will be imprinted on the registration and 
orientation staff uniform sleeves 
 
 
 

Brand Exposure
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Building Community

Advertisement

CHARGING KIOSK    12,500 € 

• Three charging kiosks are to be placed in convenient areas 
and they will be branded with company logo and message. 
The charging kiosks also provide power outlet for most 
mobile devices- including iPhones, iPads, Samsung, LG, 
Nokia, Huawei devices, all other devices with a micro USB, 
USB-C charging adapters 

FACULTY DINNER SPONSORSHIP  20,000 € 

• Opportunity to provide two pull-up banners at the ELSA 2023 
Faculty Dinner 

EXECOM DINNER SPONSORSHIP  10,000 € 

• Recognition as the official EXECOM Dinner sponsor for 
ELSA 2023 

• Opportunity to address the attendees (5 minutes) at the 
EXECOM Dinner 

• Opportunity to provide two (2) pull-up banners at the 
EXECOM dinner 

• Two (2) complimentary tickets to the EXECOM dinner 

• Sponsor logo and acknowledgement on congress website, 
together with profile and web link 

• Sponsor logo in the congress e-book and app 

CONGRESS BAG SPONSORSHIP  20,000 € 

• Sponsor logo on the Congress Bag, to be co-branded with 
ELSA 2023 branding 

• Opportunity to provide an insert, delegate gift or promotional 
item in the congress satchel (insert item/gift is subject to 
organiser approval) 

• Sponsor logo and acknowledgement on congress website, 
together with profile and web link 

• Sponsor logo in the congress e-handbook and app 

NOTEPADS AND PENS   5000 €
• Opportunity to place your logo on the pens and notepads 

provided in the congress bag. The number of pens and 
notepads will be adjusted accordingly dependent on final 
participant numbers

 
 
 

CONTENT CAPTURE VIDEO AND AUDIO 30,000 €

Video and audio files synced with slides from plenary and 
selected concurrent sessions included on a sponsor branded 
portal available for content hosting up to 12 months

SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT  3.000 €

One (1) post to be shared throughout the ELSA 2023 global 
social media networks

PHOTO BOOTH     5,000 €

A digital screen and background board will be combined for 
taking selfies and group pictures. Your logo and message will 
appear on the background

BRANDED SEATING CUBES   5,000 €

Your logo to be branded on the sitting area- conveniently placed in 
the break areas where participants are to congregate to have lunch

SOCIAL WALL    10,000 €

The digital social wall will provide a social engagement area 
where twitter and instagram feeds will be shown live and your 
company infomercial will play

E- BOOK ADVERTISEMENT

Full page, full colour advertisement .  .  .  . 3,000 €
Half page, full colour advertisement .  .  .  . 1,500 €

PRE-CONGRESS EMAIL PROMOTION  3,000 €

Reach the ELSA 2023 database via pre-congress promotional 
newsletters
• Provide a footer banner advertisement to be integrated into 
one promotional e-newsletter
• Artwork specifications and promotions schedule to be 
provided by the congress organisers
• Artwork required minimum two (2) weeks prior to the 
scheduled email, subject to committee approval

BAG INSERT                2,000 €

Opportunity to provide an insert, delegate gift orpromotional 
item in the congress bag (insert item/
gift is subject to organiser approval)

PUSH NOTIFICATION   500 €

Push message is delivered via mobile congress app - this 
can include your promotional message or an invitation to your 
booth. The price is valid for one (1) push message
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Item Description
3m x 2m shell 
scheme booth

3m x 2m floor 
space

STAFF ON SITE
1 (one) exhibitor registration—includes: admission to the 
industry exhibition.  

WALLS
2.5m high matt anodised aluminium frame with white 
laminated infill walls. (1 x back and 2 x side walls for middle 
booths; 1 x back and 1 x side wall for corner booths).

 

FASCIA PANEL
Exhibitor company name on fascia panel (as indicated 
on the application form). Logos can be printed on fascia 
signs at additional cost.

 

ADDITIONAL 
EQUIPMENT FOR HIRE

Available for hire from exhibition supplier at exhibitor’s 
own expense.  

EXHIBITION INCLUSIONS

EXHIBITION BOOTH RENTAL DOES NOT INCLUDE

• Exhibition space rental 
fee is given for space 
only and does not include 
“Basic modular booth 
construction” and equipment. 

• Telephone, computer data 
lines, and specialized 
telecommunication services. 
NOTE: Organizations requiring 
these services should make 
their own installation and billing 
arrangements with the official 
suppliers of these services by 
completing the appropriate 
order forms provided to 
confirmed exhibitors.

• Materials handling and 
drayage costs.

• Transportation, warehousing, 
brokerage services, special 
materials, carpets or 
furnishings beyond those 
already specified, the 
movement, transfer, removal, 
storage, setup and dismantling 
of customer exhibits. 
NOTE: Advance arrangement 
will have to be made by the 
exhibitor at their expense 
and at prevailing rates for 
shipping, handling, erecting, 
servicing, storing, dismantling 
and repacking of prefabricated 
customer exhibits.

• Specialized security staffing 
requirements for booths or 
exhibits, either overnight or 
during the event, in addition 
to the general level of security 
provided by the conference 
management.

• Details regarding available 
booth furnishings, carpeting, 
set-up and take down labour 
charges, materials handling, 
freight forwarding services 
and customer brokerage 
information as submitted by 
the official suppliers of those 
services, to be provided in the 
Exhibitor Services Manual.
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PAST PARTNERS AND EXHIBITORS
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Name of Bank Garanti Bankası

Branch Name Levent Şubesi

 Branch Code 401

Account Holder Solo Kongre Org. Reklam ve Etkinlik Yön Tic. Ltd. Şti. 

 EURO IBAN TR38 0006 2000 4010 0009 0621 00 

 Swift Code TGBATRIS 

Bank Address Levent, Gonca Sk. No:26, 34330 Beşiktaş/İstanbul/ Türkiye

TERMS OF PAYMENT AND PAYMENT METHODS
• 100% of the payment must be made with signed contract.

• All taxes will be added to the prices.

• Two payment options are available:

 - Payment by bank transfer

 - Payment by credit card

CANCELLATION POLICY
• Cancellations must be made in writing to Organizing Secreteriat

• Full cancellation policy will be included in sponsorship agreement.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
• Terms and Conditions for sponsorship will be included in the sponsorship agreement.

SPECIAL REQUESTS
• We are aware that sponsorship of any of the above items may not suit your current marketing aims. We are therefore willing to tailor a 

package to suit your objectives. Please feel free to contact us (elsa2023@soloevent.net) to discuss your needs.

PRIVACY STATEMENT
Your name and contact information, including electronic address, may be used by parties directly related to the event such as the 

organisers and approved stakeholders, for relevant purposes such as promotion, networking, and administration of this, and future events 

of this type. If you do not consent, please advise us. In addition, your name, organisation and country/state of origin may be published on 

the delegate list which is provided to delegates, exhibitors and partners at the event. If you do not wish your details to be included in this 

list, please contact us.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

BANK INFORMATION
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For sponsorship requests,
please contact us via e-mail. 

elsa2023@soloevent.net

ORGANIZED BY


